Full Disk permission issue for NVIVO 12 Mac and still won’t launch

Here are the steps:

**FIRST** quit the NVIVO 12.

**SECONDLY**, you need to give the Full Disk permission first to **BOTH** Terminal and NVIVO 12 in System Preferences - Security & Privacy.

(if you do not see the NVIVO 12 nor the Terminal, you can add manually by clicking the "+" button and look for the NVIVO 12 app (in Application folder) and Terminal (in Utility folder), make sure they are checked.

- Then after that launch the Terminal, then copy paste the "`touch ~$USER/Library/Safari/CloudTabs.db`" (without the quotes)
- then press **ENTER**.

like this:

```
Last login: Wed Aug 31 18:10:25 on ttys000
[lib-macbook:~] [ ] ± % touch ~$USER/Library/Safari/CloudTabs.db
[lib-macbook:~] [ ] ± %
```

- If it returns nothing (after pressing Enter) .. then it is good!
- **FINALLY**.. launch the NVIVO 12. it should work

More Issues? Contact: *nvivo-rc@sfu.ca*